MASTER'S DEGREE IN STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH
(INTER-UNIVERSITY UPC-UB) - MESIO

ADMISSION LIST:

JUNE 2018

1. ACHAROUI, ZAKIA
2. ALONSO GONZÁLEZ, ELENA
3. BATTAGLIA BATTAGLIA, CAROLINA
4. BERROCAL GARMENDIA, LEIRE
5. BOIXADER TOMÁS, MARCEL
6. BOULAICH TABJI BOULAICH, ADAM
7. CASELLAS COMAS, ALEIX
8. CAVERO LÁZARO, MARTA
9. CELE, CLIFFORD
10. CODERN CORTADA, ARNAU
11. COMPANY VILA, ANTONI
12. CORTEJANA RETAMOZO, AUGUSTO
13. DE CARALT PÉREZ, CLARA
14. DE LA CALLE VARGAS, ELENA
15. DOMÈNECH RICO, GERARD
16. EL ALLAOUI, SOUFIAN
17. ELIAS VIDAL, ANDREA
18. ESPUÑA SOLER, XAVIER ESPUÑA SOLER
19. ESTORACH CARDONA, SERGI
20. FOLCH FOLCH, ADRIÀ
21. GIRBAU XALABARDER, JOAQUIM
22. GRANDGIRARD, EMMA
23. HAYER, JAN HEINRICH
24. IRANZO RIBERA, EVA
25. LOPEZ CAMACHO, EDUARDO
26. LÓPEZ MARTÍNEZ, GABRIEL
27. LUMLEY, ROGER
28. MACINTYRE, SAM
29. MAÑE BOSCH, IGNA
30. MARTÍ OLIVELLA, FERRAN
31. MARTÍNEZ GARCÍA, ANTONIO
32. MARTÍNEZ JURADO, MARIO
33. MARTÍNEZ MATEU, SERGIO HILARIO
34. MATEU MATEU, JAUME
35. MATRONE, TIZIANA
36. MEDINA LEVA, SAMUEL
37. MELGAR POLUCHE, LEONEL SANTIAGO
38. MILLAN CASTRO, GIOVANA
39. MIRÓ CATALINA, QUERALT
40. MOYANO SILVA, PABLO
41. NAVARRETE LÓPEZ, OSCAR
42. NIETO CERNA, WAGNER ROGER
43. NOLASCO ANDRADE, JAMIL IVAN
44. OCAÑA CUESTA, JESÚS
45. PEREZ GREGORI, VICENT
46. PINSACH BATET, FERRAN
47. PITARCH ABAIGAR, CARLA
48. PRADAS SAN JOSÉ, GERARD
49. PRAT VALLVERDÚ, ORIOL
50. PRATS BIGORDÀ, MAURICI
51. PUJOL VILA, ANIOL
52. REDONDO HERNANDEZ, SANDRA
53. REIDEL, SARA ISABEL
54. SALVATIERRA SALVATIERRA, ANDONI
55. SANchez, DEREK JAVIER
56. SAURA LOPEZ, JUDITH
57. Sedeño CASTAÑOS, DAVID
58. THIELE, MONA
59. TITO ONTANEDA, JONATHAN
60. ULGEN, TOYGAR
61. VILLACAMPA JAVIERRE, GUILLERMO
62. YE, PAN
63. ZAPATA PAEZ, ADAM

EXCLUDED: (DNI/PASSPORT)

- 38879502
- E33152812
- 46146922
- AP548489
- 39943551
- E93297935
- X9952323Q

Reason of exclusion: according to the selection criteria, the rating was not high enough.
REGISTRATION PROCESS

1. Registration will take place on September 6th. Timetable: Surnames from A to L at 9:30 h and surnames from M to Z at 11:30 h.

Address:

Facultat de Matemàtiques i Estadística, Pau Gargallo, 14 - 08028 Barcelona

Map: [http://www.fme.upc.edu/fme/edifici/com-arribar](http://www.fme.upc.edu/fme/edifici/com-arribar)

First semester schedule will be available as soon as possible at:


Classes will start on September 12th.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE REGISTRATION PROCESS

The **documents** to be furnished will depend on where they earned their degree or completed the course that qualifies them to enroll in the master's degree course:

At UPC schools
• Photocopy of the applicant's Spanish ID card (DNI), foreigner ID card (NIE) or passport.

• If the applicant holds any additional qualifications in the field of the master's degree other than the one that qualifies him or her to enroll, he or she must provide documentary evidence thereof (original and a photocopy or a certified photocopy).

For interuniversity schools, Bachelor's degree in Statistics (UB-UPC), UPC-affiliated schools or any other public university in Spain, in addition to the above, the following must also be provided:

• Original and photocopy (or certified photocopy) of the qualification entitling the student to enroll in the master's degree or proof of payment of the issuing fee for it.
• Original and photocopy (or certified photocopy) of an academic certificate listing the subjects completed, the marks received and the number of credits/hours of each one. This certificate must also show the overall average mark earned by the applicant.
• Any other documents required by the specific master's degree course.

At foreign universities and higher education institutions:

• Photocopy of the applicant's Spanish ID card (DNI), foreigner ID card (NIE) or passport.
• Original and photocopy (or certified photocopy) of the homologation of the qualification entitling the applicant to enroll in the master's degree course.
• If the qualification is not homologated, the original and a photocopy (or a certified photocopy) of the document issued by the awarding university or institution or by the competent authority for such matters in the issuing country. This document must show that the course in question had duration of, at least, three years and that the resulting qualification entitles the holder to pursue postgraduate studies (master's degree courses) in the issuing country. If that is not possible, it must indicate the level of higher education that the qualification entitles its holder to access.
• Original and photocopy (or certified photocopy) of the academic certificate listing the subjects taken, the marks earned and the number of credits/hours of each one. This certificate must also explain the marking system used.
• If the applicant holds any additional qualifications in the field of the master's degree other than the one that qualifies him or her
to enroll, he or she must provide documentary evidence thereof (original and a photocopy or a certified photocopy).

**Important:** All documents issued in non-EU countries must be legalized and bear the corresponding apostille.